Appendix A

List of Selected Interviews

Labour unions

- Interview with a former Nambu union organiser, 2 April 2010.
- Interview with Fujiwara, a union member and an interpreter, 13 May 2010.
- Interview with a former Nambu union organiser, 21 May 2010.
- Interview with a former Nambu FWC member, 17 June 2010.
- Interview with a former Nambu FWC/a member of Tozen, 8 May 2010.
- Interview with Smith, a GU executive member, 21 June 2010.
- Interview with a former Nambu FWC member and currently a Tozen executive, 24 June 2010.
- Interview with Satoshi Murayama, the founder and the secretary-general of the Kanagawa City Union, 28 June 2010.

NGOs and other organisations

- Interview with the president of an NPO which helps migrants to set up self-help groups, 26 March 2010.
- Interview with Mizutani, a member of the NGO which works for migrants, 8

---

1 The interviews were conducted primarily between March 2010 and June 2010. In total I collected forty two interviews. All the people referred in the thesis are listed in this section, but some appearing in this section are not mentioned in the thesis. Although the thesis did not incorporate all the interviews conducted during the above stated period, those interviews greatly helped me to understand various aspects of migrant lives and different ways of solving the problems they face in Japan.
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April 2010.

- Interview with Chin Tan·Shou, a member of the CJVA, 19 April 2010.

- Interview with Wu Xiao·Liang, the founder and the secretary general of Kakoukai, a labour union consisting of only Chinese migrants, 19 April 2010.

- Interview with Cho Ken·Ha, the founder of the CJVA, 15 May 2010.

- Interview with Kaneshiro Ejiruson, the president of Burajiru tomo no kai [Associação Amigos do Brasil], 24 May 2010.

- Interview with the president of an organisation for zainichi Koreans and other ethnic minorities in Osaka, 26 May 2010.

- Interview with two members of WITH who visit the Ibaraki detention centre in Osaka every week for more than 10 years, 26 May 2010.

- Interview with Tin Win Akbar, the founder and the secretary-general of the Federation of Burmese Citizens of Workers Union, 19 June 2010.

Immigration Lawyers

- Interview with Yamada, 1 April 2010.

- Interview with Hayakawa, 7 May 2010.

Others

- Interview with a local government official who works on integration of migrants in Osaka, 8 April 2010.

- Interview with a representative of a business cooperative which is in charge of dispatching trainees/interns to Japanese companies, 20 April 2010.
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- Interview with two trainees from the Philippines, 23 May 2010.

- Interview with two Japanese children who were left behind in China after the Second World War and later came back to Japan, 21 May 2010.

- Interview with a newcomer Chinese working in the local government on integration of migrants in Shiga prefecture, 28 May 2010.